
“Helping you to get your children through the 11 Plus and into a school of your choice.” 

Verbal Reasoning Type M - ‘Complete the Sentence’ practice 

Puppy is to (owl, dog, lion) as kitten is to (rabbit, fish, cat).  

  
  

Teacher is to (bus, school, kitchen) as Doctor is to (office, train, hospital). 

   
 

Paw is to (frog, claw, cat) as hoof is to (tree, horse, tiger). 

   
 

Chair is to (lead, sit, bend) as Bed is to (draw, plant, lie). 

   
 

Pig is to (pork, mutton, veal) as cow is to (lamb, beef, bacon). 

   
 

Fish is to (walk, slither, swim) as bird is to (run, walk, fly). 

   
 

Shout is to (flood, whisper, follow) as bold is to (banter, timid, brave). 

  
  

Flower is to (dream, pansy, flour) as course is to (shallow, grave, coarse). 

   
 

Seventh is to (second, fourth, sixth) as July is to (May, June, December). 

   
 

Hole is to (grown, whole, entire) as grown is to (groan, whistle, full). 

   
 

Four is to (three, fore, try) as two is to (drink, too, also). 

   

 

Apple is to (beer, gin, cider) as grape is to (wine, tea, milkshake). 

   

 



“Helping you to get your children through the 11 Plus and into a school of your choice.” 

Verbal Reasoning Type M - ‘Complete the Sentence’ practice 

Puppy is to (owl, dog, lion) as kitten is to (rabbit, fish, cat).  

  Puppy is a young dog - Kitten is a young cat. 
 

Teacher is to (bus, school, kitchen) as Doctor is to (office, train, hospital). 

  Teacher works in a school - Doctor works in a hospital. 
 

Paw is to (frog, claw, cat) as hoof is to (tree, horse, tiger). 

  A cats foot is called a paw - A horses foot is called a hoof. 
 

Chair is to (lead, sit, bend) as Bed is to (draw, plant, lie). 

  You sit on a chair - You lie on a bed. 
 

Pig is to (pork, mutton, veal) as cow is to (lamb, beef, bacon). 

  Meat from a pig is called pork - Meat from a cow is called beef. 
 

Fish is to (walk, slither, swim) as bird is to (run, walk, fly). 

  A fish swims - A bird flies. 
 

Shout is to (flood, whisper, follow) as bold is to (banter, timid, brave). 

  Whisper is the opposite of Shout - Timid is the opposite of bold. 
 

Flower is to (dream, pansy, flour) as course is to (shallow, grave, coarse). 

  Flour sounds like flower - Coarse sounds like course. 
 

Seventh is to (second, fourth, sixth) as July is to (May, June, December). 

  Sixth is one before seventh - June is one before July. 
 

Hole is to (grown, whole, entire) as grown is to (groan, whistle, full). 

  Whole sounds like hole - Groan sounds like grown. 
 

Four is to (three, fore, try) as two is to (drink, too, also). 

  Fore sounds like four - Too sounds like two. 

 

Apple is to (beer, gin, cider) as grape is to (wine, tea, milkshake). 

  Cider is made from apples - Wine is made from grapes. 

 


